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USER INSTRUCTIONS

(B) Pusher “MOON PHASE”

1.Start:
Being an automatic watch we suggest you wind it up completely the first time you use it 
(Position 1) Unscrew the crown and in this position rotate. The crown will need to be 
wound manually 15 – 20 times to develop a sufficient power reserve to ensure the accuracy 
of  the timepiece. You do not have to repete this action every day while the watch is in use, 
the watch will charge itself  automatically.
2. Setting of   the time:
Pull out the crown (Position 2) and move the hands to the desire time.
3. Adjusting the date:
There are 2 ways of  doing this: By pressing the pusher (A) situated on the superior external 
left side of  the watch, or when adjusting the time every 24 hours by moving the hands 
(Position 2). If  the month has fewer days, it must be adjusted manually.
Note: 
* The date changes somewhere between 0:00 am and 5:30 a.m. hours or a little later.
5. Adjusting the moon phase:
The moon dial represents the phase of  the moon. Use the moon dial only as a guide to the 
age and phase of  the moon when reading and setting the watch.
- Adjust by pressing the pusher (B) or Pull out the crown (Position 2),then turn the crown 
clockwise to turn the moon dial.
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(A) Pulsador “DATE”



- SETTING THE MOON PHASE WITH THE AGE SCALE
* Check on the age of  the moon for a day. Check the newspaper or other source for the phase of  the 
moon for  today or tomorrow. subtract one day before a setting is made if  the listings for tomorrow 
are used.
* setting procedure (example age of  the moon 4.4)
Pull the crown out to the first position. Turn the moon dial clockwise until the center of  the moon is 
in line with 4.4 on the scale.
- SETTING THE MOON PHASE WITH OUT THE AGE SCALE
* Check the newspaper or another source that lists the current age of  the moon. Set the moon dial to 
the age (0, 7, 15 or 22) closest to that listed.
More accurate settings can be made at the time 01 the new moon (0) or full moon (15).
READING THE AGE OF THE MOON
The age of  the moon is determined by the period between each new moon. This period is 
approximately 29.5 days.

New moon
Moon´s age: 0
Spring tide

First quarter moon
Moon´s age: 7
Neap tide

Full moon
Moon´s age: 15
Spring tide

Last quarter moon
Moon´s age: 22
Neap tide

From the phase 01 the moon In the display, you can tell the Size of  the tide. 
* If  you want to set more accurately the phases of  the moon. we recommend to set it at the time of  a 
New Moon (The Moon is hidden in the display ... New Moon) or a Full Moon (The Moon appears 
fully in the display ... Full Moon)


